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Army Medical Logistics Command recognizes  
30-year career of retiring sergeant major

   FORT DETRICK, Md. – As 
an 18-year-old high school 
graduate in 1990, Corey A. 
Lord looked to the U.S. Army 
as a way to launch his career.
	 But	he	didn’t	figure	it	would	
be his entire career.
 “I had no intentions of stay-
ing 30 years. None,” Lord said, 
as he explained that he only 
intended to stay in the military 
as a medical maintenance 
equipment repairer for six 

years. “But after six years … I fell in love with it. I didn’t want 
to do anything else, so I stayed in.”
 After three decades, multiple deployments and numerous 
achievements, Lord, 48, has retired at the rank of sergeant 
major.
	 Lord’s	final	duty	station	was	at	Fort	Detrick,	serving	as	
the	first	sergeant	major	for	Army	Medical	Logistics	Command.	
Prior to the establishment of AMLC in 2019, he served in the 
same role for the U.S. Army Medical Materiel Agency, now a 
direct reporting unit to AMLC.
 At his retirement ceremony on Jan. 29 at Fort Detrick,  
Col. Lynn Marm, a former USAMMA commander, said  

Lord’s	service	and	sacrifice	
spanned multiple wars, as 
well as the battle against a 
global pandemic.
 “Sgt. Maj. Lord represents 
the very best of the NCO 
corps,” Marm said. “He’s a 
great American, a servant 
leader, a master logistician,  
a loving husband, brother 
and son, a loyal friend.”

EQUIPMENT MAINTAINER
 Lord’s assignments as a biomedical equipment specialist, 
also known as a 68A, also included various roles with units 
at Fort Carson, Colorado, and with the 32nd Medical Logistics 
Battalion (Forward) at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
 Serving as platoon sergeant from 2001 to 2007, Lord de- 
ployed to Iraq a total of three times.
 “That group of Soldiers, we were all really tight,” said Lord, 
a native of Sherman, Maine. “We got deployed, came home, 
got deployed, came home. We just got really close.”

 As a forward-deployed medical equipment maintainer, 
Lord and the other 68As serve as the subject-matter experts 
for medical devices.
 “We are so dependent on technology. Medical care is  
dependent on equipment and technology, and we’re the 
ones	who	fix	it,”	he	said.	“That	saves	lives.”
	 Chief	Warrant	Officer	5	Jesus	Tulud,	director	of	AMLC’s	
Medical Maintenance Policies and Analysis directorate, said 
Lord’s legacy is manifested in his efforts to promote the 
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“I’ve only gotten this far because  
of the people I’ve worked for and the 

people I’ve worked with. I’ve been 
blessed throughout my career to have 
great Soldiers. You can’t do it yourself.”

Sgt. Maj. Corey A. Lord, Army Medical Logistics Command
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68A military occupational specialty and position professionals 
in appropriate places across AMLC and the wider Army 
medical enterprise.
 “Without the 68A, there is no medical maintenance on the 
front lines,” Tulud said. “In my opinion, our providers would 
not	have	the	same	confidence	that	medical	devices	will	be	
ready and available for patient care without them.”
 Tulud added that Lord has been a great mentor for young-
er Soldiers and “one of the most active sergeant majors for 
the medical maintenance community.”
 “Down to the unit level, Sgt. Maj. Lord always focused on 
ensuring our community was always improving,” he said.

INSPIRING OTHERS
 When talking about Lord’s impact on the Army, Marm used 
Lord’s love of football to make her point.
 Throughout his career, Marm said Lord has been similar to 
a football player and coach – staying in shape, both mentally 
and physically; always recruiting the best talent; building his 
bench with capable “players;” coaching those players; and 
staying loyal to his fans.

   “Leaders like Sgt. Maj. Lord help to build winning teams 
and winning players,” she said. “But there is one very special 
thing … leaders like Sgt. Maj. [Lord] inspire others to bring 
their very best. They play with all their heart, truly care about 
the players, the team, the country and everything else.
 “They play with all their might.”
 One of many mentored by Lord over his career was Sgt. 
Maj. Monnet Bushner, current sergeant major at USAMMA. 
Bushner	credited	Lord	as	an	influential	role	model	as	she	
started	her	first	senior	enlisted	adviser	role.
 “Having served over 30 years, Sgt. Maj. Lord has devel-
oped a network and team to help mentor and guide so many 
military and civilian personnel to be successful,” Bushner said. 
“This tightly knit group continues to get bigger and stronger.”
 Bushner added that Lord is always quick to share his 
institutional expertise and exhibits a passion for grooming 
young Soldiers to help improve any organization.  
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“Having served over 30 years, Sgt.  
Maj. Lord has developed a network  

and team to help mentor and guide so 
many military and civilian personnel to 

be successful. This tightly knit group  
continues to get bigger and stronger.”

Sgt. Maj. Monnet Bushner, U.S. Army Medical Materiel Agency

TOP: Col. Lynn Marm, left, presents Sgt. Maj. Corey A. Lord with 
his certificate of retirement from the U.S. Army during his retirement 
ceremony on Jan. 29 at Fort Detrick, Maryland. MIDDLE: Col. Marm 
pins on the Legion of Merit medal. BOTTOM: Sgt. Maj. Lord presents 
flowers to his wife, Christiana, and daughter, Elena, following the 
ceremony. (U.S. Army photos by C.J. Lovelace/Released)



 “Soldiers and NCOs look for leaders to emulate,” she said, 
“and I believe Sgt. Maj. Lord has been an excellent example 
and his legacy will continue after he retires through other 
leaders he has encountered.”

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
 Although he enlisted with just a high school diploma, Lord 
took advantage of Army educational programs to advance 
his career, earning bachelor’s degrees in biomedical tech-
nology	and	business	finance	in	1997,	then	a	master’s	in	
engineering in 2004.
 Lord’s message to future Soldiers? Take advantage of 
opportunities to advance your education.
	 “Use	the	education	benefits	that	the	Army	offers,”	said	
Lord, who plans to operate a private hunting ranch in Maine 
in his retirement. “Do I need a master’s in engineering to run 
a ranch? No, but there’s things I learned from going to school.
 “Whether I use it or not, it’s always a plus,” he added.

‘BEEN BLESSED’
 Lord said many retirees look at the end of active duty life 
as a “bittersweet” decision, but he’s not in that bunch.
 “If the Army would let me do another 10 years, I’d probably 
do another 10 years. That’s just how I feel. Physically, mentally, 
I would stay,” he said. “But it is time for me to go.”

 Lord said he looks forward to spending more time with his 
family, including his wife, Christiana, and their children.
 He also recognized the countless individuals who helped 
him along his career.
 “I’ve only gotten this far because of the people I’ve worked 
for and the people I’ve worked with,” Lord said. “I’ve been 
blessed throughout my career to have great Soldiers. You 
can’t do it yourself. You can provide a little bit of direction, 
but that support comes from the people below you.”
	 Lord	said	he’s	been	“really	humbled”	reflecting	on	his	
career,	specifically	when	thinking	about	his	past	leaders	and	
the Soldiers who supported him.
 “I just hope that I left the Army a better place  
than when I came in,” he said. “That’s all I can do.”

(Continued)
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HANG 
TIGHT!

We can do it, AMLC!

See more photos  
of Sgt. Maj. Lord’s  
ceremony at Flickr.com! 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/armymedlog/albums/72157718088463607
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USAMMA leaders renew focus on 
medical logistics role in support of Army, DOD
 FORT DETRICK, Md. – The U.S. Army Medical Materiel 
Agency’s role in the wider Army medical enterprise has under-
gone some changes, so the agency’s leadership is taking 
proactive steps to continue providing premier support for 
medical readiness on a global scale.
 “There’s been a lot of transformation over the past couple 
years with the standup of the Army Medical Logistics Com-
mand,” USAMMA Commander Col. John “Ryan” Bailey said.
 “USAMMA, as a direct reporting unit, needed to look at 
our mission statement, our vision statement and our lines of 
effort to make sure that we were better nested with AMLC 
[and]	effective	and	efficient	at	delivering	capability	in	support	
of global health care operations,” Bailey said.
 AMLC, activated in 2019, serves as the Army’s primary 
operational medical logistics and sustainment command, re-
sponsible for managing the global supply chain and medical 
materiel readiness across the total force.
 To examine the organization’s strategic direction under 
AMLC and its higher commands, USAMMA leaders, both 
military and civilian, gathered for a two-day strategic work-
shop in January.
 Discussions resulted in reworked mission and vision state-
ments	that	better	reflect	the	organization’s	sustainment	role,	
as well as a renewed focus on various lines of effort – most 
importantly, its people.

 “Our people are the most important asset in our organi-
zation,” Bailey said. “We need to make sure we’re recruiting 
the right people, retaining the right people. We’re looking at 
ways to be more diverse and innovative, and taking care of 
people was one of the priority lines of efforts that we came 
out of this workshop with. We’re really excited about that.”
 Other focus areas included further steps to integrate stra-
tegic data and technology, the creation of a new integrated 
logistics support center and enhanced sustainment operations. 
 The agency’s new mission and vision statements center 
on USAMMA’s new motto – globally responsive, ready and 
resilient.
 “This is something that USAMMA lives by,” Bailey said, 
explaining that USAMMA’s mission is “unique” and highly 
specialized as it provides Class VIII medical materiel support 
for the Army and joint operational forces. 
 USAMMA oversees three medical maintenance operations 
divisions that repair vital medical devices that ensure top-notch 
operational	health	care	for	warfighters.	It	maintains	prepos- 
tioned medical stocks, unit deployment packages and deploy-
able hospital center assets to support operations around  
the world.
 And in the past year, USAMMA’s role as a vaccine ordering 
and distribution oversight hub for the Department of Defense 

RIGHT/ABOVE: Col. John “Ryan” Bailey 
welcomes participants to the U.S. Army 
Medical Materiel Agency’s off-site strategic 
workshop meeting on Jan. 20 at Fort 
Detrick, Maryland. (U.S. Army photos  
by C.J. Lovelace/Released)

(Continued)
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has come even further to the forefront with the whole-of- 
government’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
 Regardless of what challenges arise, it’s the people that 
ensure USAMMA’s mission is met every single day, Bailey said.
 “It takes all of us working together,” he said, pledging his 
thanks to the agency’s workforce of roughly 400 people. “It 
doesn’t matter your role in the organization … you’re 
a critical part to helping us achieve our mission.”

S O C I A L  M E D I A  H I G H L I G H T S

Leaders at the U.S. Army Medical Materiel Agency brainstorm ideas 
during an off-site strategic workshop meeting on Jan. 20 at Fort  
Detrick, Maryland. (U.S. Army photo by C.J. Lovelace/Released)

“Our people are the most important  
asset in our organization. We need  

to make sure we’re recruiting the right 
people, retaining the right people.”

Col. John “Ryan” Bailey,  
commander, U.S. Army Medical Materiel Agency

AMLC congratulates U.S. Army Medical  
Materiel Center-Europe (USAMMC-E)’s  

SGT Collaso on his recent promotion!

Army Medical Logistics Command  
(AMLC) congratulates Elnora Midgett  
on her recent retirement and thanks her  

for her 34 years of federal service!

For more highlights, follow us at @ArmyMedlogCommand!

https://www.facebook.com/ArmyMedlogCommand
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Driver training ensures Army medical  
logisticians ready to roll at moment’s notice
 CAMP CARROLL, South Korea – In an emergency, med-
ical support needs to be ready to go at a moment’s notice, 
and transportation is a major part of that readiness structure.
	 Soldiers	with	the	563rd	Medical	Logistics	Company,	
based at the U.S. Army Medical Materiel Center-Korea, 
completed driver’s training in January and earned licenses 
to operate Humvees and larger tactical support vehicles in 
support of their mission on the Korean peninsula.
 

 
  
    
	 The	quarterly	training,	held	Jan.	11-15	at	USAMMC-K, 
is part of the unit’s effort to regularly capture any newly 
arrived Soldiers and ensure an adequate number of drivers 
are available at all times.
 “This training was conducted as part of the company’s 
initiative to ensure readiness of the organization,” Sgt. 1st 
Class Rizmel Paguio said. “This training is vital in order to 
meet the demands of transition to hostilities, or TTH, and 
support	the	U.S.	Forces	Korea’s	‘fight	tonight’	motto.”
 USAMMC-K is a direct reporting unit to Army Medical 
Logistics Command.
 Driver’s training is crucial to help educate junior Soldiers 
on safe driving practices and how to handle different sce-
narios in accordance with a host nation’s laws and Army 
regulations. 
 Ten Soldiers took part in the latest round of training, 
which	includes	both	classroom	and	field	training	sessions.	
 Drivers learn their responsibilities and liabilities operating 
military vehicles, as well as take part in rollover and “HEAT” 
training, road tests while towing trailers and learn about 
driving in Korea.
 “HEAT” stands for “HMMWV (high mobility multipurpose 
wheeled vehicle) Egress Assistance Trainer.” With the use 
of a simulator, the training teaches Soldiers how to safely 
navigate a rollover situation in a military vehicle, said Staff 
Sgt. Craig Meyers.
 “HEAT is valuable to Soldiers because it teaches them 
how to protect and assist their fellow occupants in the vehi-
cle, brace themselves for impact, as well as helping them 
exit the vehicle safely,” said Meyers, who conducted the 
training	and	certified	the	10	Soldiers.

 “Having experienced a rollover myself during a deploy-
ment, I feel like this training prepared me for what a real 
rollover was like, minus the pain accompanied with a roll-
over impact,” he added.
 The training also helps Soldiers learn how to navigate 
public roadways in highly populated areas of Korea, where 
street signs are in a foreign language.
 “One of the biggest hurdles that Soldiers face are in the 
city when [Korean] nationals just randomly pull over and put 
on	emergency	flashers,	which	can	cause	congestion	and	
hazardous lane availability,” Meyers said, adding that 
scooters and mopeds are common as well and can pose 
additional safety challenges for drivers.
 Meyers, a master driver instructor, said the training was 
a	first	for	six	of	the	10	Soldiers	in	the	course.	The	other	four 
just	needed	a	refresher	for	their	certifications.
 “Our mission at USAMMC-K is to provide the Korean 
peninsula with Class VIII medical supplies, and without 
Soldiers licensed on military vehicles, we  
could not complete our job,” Meyers said.

TOP: Soldiers with the 563rd Medical Logistics Company practice 
egress during a rollover simulation during the unit’s driver’s training, 
held Jan. 11-15 at Camp Carroll, South Korea. BOTTOM: Soldiers 
conduct guiding techniques for backing up a Humvee. (U.S. Army 
photos by Sgt. 1st Class Rizmel Paguio/Released)

“This training is vital in order to meet  
the demands of transition to hostilities, 

or TTH, and support the U.S. Forces  
Korea’s ‘fight tonight’ motto.”

Sgt. 1st Class Rizmel Paguio, 563rd Medical Logistics Company
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Navy ships train with Army for medical resupply
 PIRMASENS, Germany  – As the theater lead agent for 
medical materiel, commonly known as the TLAMM, the U.S. 
Army Medical Materiel Center-Europe serves a variety of 
roles for land-based military forces overseas.
	 But	what	about	those	afloat?
 USAMMC-E, a direct reporting unit of Army Medical  
Logistics Command, also covers the medical materiel needs 
for every U.S. Navy vessel deployed in its area of respon-
sibility, covering U.S. European Command, U.S. African 
Command and U.S. Central Command.

 To ensure coordination and communication, USAMMC-E 
has embraced virtual channels to continue providing regular 
training on the use of the Theater Enterprise Wide Logistics 
System, or TEWLS, which is used to order and track medi-
cal supplies.
 One recent training was administered to Sailors aboard 
USS Hershel “Woody” Williams (ESB 4), a Lewis B. Puller- 
class expeditionary mobile base deployed to the region. 
Additional training is scheduled for USS Port Royal (CG 73).
 “The training increased communication, teamwork and 
led to a smooth transition into the AOR,” said Hospital 
Corpsman 1st Class Joshua Aycock, a Navy liaison at 
USAMMC-E who provided the training.
 “Most supply reps on the ship have no background 
experience with ordering supplies through the TLAMM,” he 
said. “This training is critical to the success of their mission.”
 Without this training, “there is a high possibility of medical 
supply depletion which will decrease operational readiness,” 
Aycock added.
 TEWLS consolidates multiple medical logistics functions 
into a single portal, including warehousing of medical materiel, 
distribution and transportation management, creation and man-
agement of medical assemblages and instantaneous data 
sharing among Department of Defense logisticians worldwide.
 Customers usually take online training to aid in access-
ing the TEWLS Web Portal, which is a tool to search for 
materiel, check sales order status, run reports and more, 
said Martina Schlaegel, a member of the TEWLS education 
team	for	USAMMC-E’s	Business	Support	Office.

 The BSO at USAMMC-E consists of 14 staff members, 
who also support units in Korea, Qatar and three forward 
logistics elements in Kuwait, Iraq and Afghanistan with 
training and support.
 “Sessions are scheduled throughout the enterprise to 
provide shorter training segments, identify and understand 
user problems, explain future system  
changes and enhancements, and  
generally provide guidance on a  
myriad of questions and issues,” 
Schlaegel said.
 The U.S. Army Medical Materiel 
Agency, also a direct reporting unit  
of AMLC, offers similar support to  
all deploying units from the continental  
U.S., according to Margaret Garguilo, 
TEWLS education team lead for USAMMA’s BSO.
 Due to COVID-19 restrictions, TEWLS instructors also 
have adopted a “hybrid” training approach that includes two 
instructors on site with a unit while additional trainers leverage 
Microsoft Teams to provide classroom instruction, hands-on 
exercises, mock scenario-based practice sessions and more, 
Garguilo said.
 Stationed at USAMMC-E, Aycock works for the customer 
support detachment from Navy Medical Logistics Command, 
which provides support for the Navy’s activities across the 
region and customers from the Army and Air Force as needed.
 “This collaboration is critical in times of emergent or 
urgent orders from any customer,  
which is a great thing,” he said.

The expeditionary sea base USS Hershel “Woody” Williams (ESB 4), 
front, conducts a training exercise with the Royal Moroccan Navy 
Floreal-class frigate Mohammed V in the Atlantic Ocean, Sept. 15, 2020. 
Hershel “Woody” Williams is on its inaugural deployment in the  
U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa area of responsibility in support  
of maritime missions and special operations. (U.S. Marine Corps 
photo by Sgt. Megan Roses/Released)

“Most supply reps on the ship  
have no background experience  

with ordering supplies through the 
TLAMM. This training is critical  
to the success of their mission.”

Hospital Corpsman 1st Class Joshua Aycock,  
Navy liaison to U.S. Army Medical Materiel Center-Europe
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95th Medical Detachment working to expand  
blood product support for Korean Peninsula
 CAMP HUMPHREYS, South Korea  – The U.S. Army’s 
largest forward-deployed blood support unit is increasing 
its capabilities to further support Soldiers and joint forces 
on the Korean Peninsula.
	 Soldiers	with	the	95th	Medical	Detachment-Blood	 
Support	(95th	MDBS)	participated	in	training	in	December	
to work toward expanding 
the unit’s platelet collection 
role during armistice, or times 
of non-battle, as well as its 
existing wartime mission.
 Platelets are one of three 
components in whole blood, 
serving as the clotting agent 
to help “stop the bleeding” 
when treating, for example, 
a	battlefield	injury.
 “Studies have shown 
that	the	leading	cause	of	death	on	the	battlefield	is	hem-
orrhage,” said Maj. Chewanda Jones, commander of the 
95th	MDBS.	“Platelets	would	be	mostly	likely	used	during	
trauma situations to control excessive bleeding. During any 
combat injury, providing immediate medical care is key.”
	 The	95th	MDBS,	which	maintains	the	largest	forward	blood	
bank in the Department of Defense, is under the operational 
control of the U.S. Army Medical Materiel Center-Korea, a 

direct reporting unit to Army Medical Logistics Command.
 The training on Dec. 14, 2020, led by Sgt. 1st Class 
Marina Prewitt and Sgt. Kevin Hughes, included instruction 
on instrument operations, maintenance, prescreening pro-
cedures and the platelet donation process, using a process 
called apheresis.

 “This training is vitally im-
portant in order to provide 
full spectrum blood support 
to the Korean peninsula,” 
Prewitt	said.	“To	ensure	‘fight	
tonight’ readiness, we must 
ensure Soldiers are prepared 
to perform all mission essen-
tial tasks. Platelets have a 
short shelf life and estab-
lishing this program on the 
Korean peninsula will alleviate 

the need to use external support.”
 Jones said adding this capability may eventually reduce 
reliance on the Korean Red Cross to supply platelets to 
U.S. hospitals. 
 “Having Soldiers trained and ready to perform this task 
ensures that Soldiers would be prepared and ready to collect 
this much-needed blood product,” Jones said.

Sgt. Kevin Hughes provides instruction during the 95th Medical  
Detachment-Blood Support’s training on apheresis platelet  
collection on Dec. 11, 2020, at Camp Humphreys, South Korea.  
(U.S. Army photo by Sgt. 1st Class Marina Prewitt/Released)

“This training is vitally important in 
order to provide full spectrum blood 

support to the Korean peninsula.”
Sgt. 1st Class Marina Prewitt,  

95th Medical Detachment-Blood Support

Sgt. Tae H. Ha, right, donates the first unit of apheresis platelets  
on Dec. 14, 2020, during the 95th Medical Detachment-Blood  
Support’s training at Camp Humphreys, South Korea. Also pictured 
is Sgt. Grider W. Gossett, the lab technician assisting with the  
donation. (U.S. Army photo by So Yong Pak/Released)

(Continued)



AMLC COIN OF EXCELLENCE RECIPIENTS

AMLC congratulates United States Army Medical Materiel Center-Korea’s Mr. Adrian Gamez,  
Chief of Staff, and Ms. Chon, Un Hyang, Management Analyst, Resource Management Section, on  
receiving an AMC Coin of Excellence and 4 Star Note from Gen. Daly. (U.S. Army photos/Released)

 The apheresis process for collecting platelets involves a 
specialized machine that removes whole blood from a donor. 
Once removed, the platelets are separated by centrifugation 
and the rest of the blood is returned to the donor.
 Currently, platelet apheresis is only conducted during a 
transition	to	hostilities,	Jones	said.	The	95th	MDBS	plans	to 
add this collection to its armistice mission to potentially provide 
those platelet units to local medical treatment facilities.
	 “This	training	is	the	first	step	in	a	series	of	steps	needed	
to receive Armed Services Blood Program approval and begin 
providing this blood product during the armistice mission,” 
she said.
	 Typically,	platelets	have	a	shelf	life	of	only	five	or	seven	
days. They are stored at room temperatures and require 
constant agitation. Because of this requirement, it has been 
more convenient to acquire this blood product from the 
Korean Red Cross.
 However, thanks to a recent variance granted by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration, the unit can now collect apher-
esis platelets and store them at refrigerator temperature for 
14 days with appropriate validation and training.
 Additionally, being able to produce platelets for the local 
medical treatment facility in house would provide a yearly cost 
savings of about $31,000, according to Jones.
 Jones said the unit’s training in December was one step 
in the process of working toward approval to collect and re- 
lease apheresis platelets, which includes the collection of data 
and performing collection procedures multiple times. The 
entire process is expected to  
take about one year to complete.

The first units of cold storage apheresis platelets, collected through a 
training conducted by the 95th Medical Detachment-Blood Support in 
December, are pictured. (U.S. Army photo by So Yong Pak/Released)

(Continued)
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CHONG SOP PAK
Supply technician, USAMMC-K

What do you do?
As a supply technician, I am in charge of the receiving section within USAMMC-K, providing supervision for the 
Korean Service Corps personnel. My duties also entail management of the condition for medical materials and 
all Class VIII coming in to USAMMC-K, clarification of issued goods, communication with purchasing agents.

What do you enjoy most about your job?
I feel great joy when I work with the Soldiers assigned to USAMMC-K, particularly when we are able to 
accomplish the mission together. I am proud to be able to impact health care for over 40,000 Soldiers and 
dependents in South Korea from my position. Also proud to be part of history dealing with this pandemic.

Who was your role model?  
And if he/she could see you now right now, what would they say about you?
I don’t have a specific role model, so it’s hard to answer this question. However, I believe a role model 
that I could follow to seek guidance is a person who does not stray and is able to maintain his or her 
course straight, regardless of the situation. I have experience many great leaders come through this 
organization in my 12 years. This current leadership is one of the best teams and I will definitely 
choose them as a role model in my current work environment.

What’s your favorite quote and why?
My favorite quote is: “In the new world, it is not the big fish which eats the small fish. It’s the fast fish 
which eats the slow fish.” This means that we should be able to accept the changes. A person who  
settles in a given place will not be successful. NEVER SETTLE.

This is a MONTHLY feature! So if you have an All-Star in YOUR  
organization, please email us at usarmy.detrick.amlc.mbx.pca@mail.mil!

Highlighting the best of the best!

Calling All DRUs!

How long have you been working for the U.S. Army Medical Materiel Center-Korea?
It’s been more than 12 years that I have worked as an inbound manager in USAMMC-K.

mailto:usarmy.detrick.amlc.mbx.pca%40mail.mil?subject=MEDLOG%20All-Star%21
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LIZ ANDREWS
Deputy director, USAMMA Distribution Operations Center

How long have you been working for the U.S. Army Medical Materiel Agency?
Five years as a GS employee.

What do you do?
Deputy Director, vaccine distribution for the Department of Defense.

What do you enjoy most about your job?
I really enjoy knowing that I am taking care of troops and protecting them. It allows me to continue  
providing service to my country and fellow service members.

Who was your role model?  
And if he/she could see you now right now, what would they say about you?
My role model was my dad, and I know both he and my mom are extremely proud of me. However, in the 
military, I had plenty of great role models … two commanders really stick out for me – Lt. Col. Angel “Hank” 
Cintron and Lt. Col. Roger W. Olsen, as well as 1st Sgt. David Cruz. Lt. Col. Cintron was there for me during 
a very difficult time in my life and made sure I stood on my own two feet. Lt. Col. Olsen saw my potential and 
prepared me. I was trained in areas that not many 76J’s were trained in and I even deployed the first Theater 
Army Medical Management Information System box into El Salvador. Lt. Col. Cintron, Lt. Col. Olsen and 1st 
Sgt. Cruz believed in me even when I didn’t believe in myself. They do not know how grateful I am for their 
mentorship and guidance and making sure I stayed on track. There are so many more logistics officers and 
non-commissioned officers (76J’s) that have helped me along the way. Not enough room to list them all.

What’s your favorite quote and why?
My favorite quote of the day is “What have you done for them today?” I have a picture at my cube that 
reminds me of this every day, that what I do is very meaningful to the service members.
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TAYLOR MACHNICK
Information systems security manager, USAMMC-E

How long have you been working for the U.S. Army Medical Materiel Center-Europe?
Two years in March, though I started in tech support and worked into cybersecurity.

What do you do?
Information systems security manager (ISSM), the unit cybersecurity lead. I also act as project manager 
for some mission-essential efforts. Recently, I worked with our network engineer and a vendor to add 
sensor capacity and enable telephone alerts for our freezers which house vaccines, ensuring effective 
temperature monitoring.

What do you enjoy most about your job?
The wide variety of challenges give me the opportunity to add to my skills and then demonstrate them 
while solving critical issues for the command. As ISSM, I also have the opportunity to make many of the 
decisions regarding the security of our network, with guidance from the chief information officer and  
within the parameters set by the Department of Defense’s Risk Management Framework.

Who was your role model?  
And if he/she could see you now right now, what would they say about you?
A difficult question, as I have modeled different aspects of my personal and professional life after different 
people. In the context of my recent work, I’ll answer Gunnery Sgt. James Lucas, my staff non-commissioned 
officer in charge at 7th Communications Battalion in 2003, who taught me how to work hard and the 
basics of navigating the workplace while both giving and receiving respect.

What’s your favorite quote and why?
There are many good ones, but in the context of work, perhaps: Aut viam inveniam aut faciam, or “I shall 
either find a way or make one.” – Hannibal
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AMLC’s Project Inclusion Wants To Hear Your

The strength of the Army comes from its diversity. Developing and maintaining a qualified force and demographically  
diverse leadership is critical for mission effectiveness and is essential to national security. The Army must foster a culture 
of trust and accept the experiences, culture, characteristics, and background each Soldier and Civilian brings to the 
institution. In addition, it must foster an equitable and inclusive environment that facilitates building  
diverse, adaptive, and cohesive teams that enable the Army to build and sustain readiness.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT TO THE ARMY?

Join AMLC’s Strength and Diversity Working Group by contacting  
AMLC’s SGM Danyell Walters at danyell.e.walters.mil@mail.mil TODAY!

HOW CAN I MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

Project Inclusion is the Army’s holistic effort to enact initiatives that promote diversity, equity and inclusion, which begins 
by listening to Army Soldiers, civilians and families. It gives “VOICE” to our teammates as the Army undertakes a 
comprehensive effort to identify any bias and mitigate it.

WHAT IS PROJECT INCLUSION?

IVO CE
VALUES - We foster an environment where members uphold shared values, 
equal treatment and the desire to secure a high-preforming workforce.

IV O E
C

IV O E
C

OPPORTUNITY - We ensure that advancement opportunities  
are shared; making certain that awards/rewards are fairly distributed 
and that glass ceilings do not exist.

IV O E
C

INCLUSIVE - We encourage collaboration, flexibility and fairness,  
while identifying and eliminating barriers to inclusion in the workforce.

EQUITY - We create an equitable environment where members contribute  
to their full potential, thus enabling further retention of a unified workforce.

IV O E
C

CULTURE - We promote a culture of creative thinking through the sharing 
of ideas and perspectives while providing helpful and actionable feedback.

IV O E
C


